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? Mass Measurement Techniques  
? Dilepton endpoint
? Lepton+jet endpoint
? Ditau endpoint 
? Right handed squark mass
? Other mass measurements
SUGRA P t D t i ti? m  arame ers e erm na on
? Spin Measurements
? Neutralino spin measurements




? Discovering Supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the goals for building the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC)   .
? ATLAS is one of the two general purpose experiments at LHC.
? Current SUSY search activities in ATLAS focus on preparing for data in 
2008: 
? Computing System Commissioning (CSC) exercise (results to be published 
this fall)
? Study SUSY breaking models: mSUGRA, GMSB, AMSB
? Choose benchmark points for full detector simulation to understand 
detector performance, systematics, trigger   
? Focus on data-driven background estimation and early discovery
? In this talk I’ll concentrate on SUSY mass and spin measurements 
ithi SUGRA f kw n m  ramewor .
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ATLAS - A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
? LHC’s schedule:
? All technical systems commissioned to 7 TeV 
operation, and machine closed April 2008
? Beam commissioning starts May 2008
? First collisions at 14 TeV - July 2008
Pil t h d t 156 b h f hi? o  run pus e  o  unc es or reac ng 
1032 cm-2s-1 by end 2008
? Luminosity goals: 
? 100 pb-1: a few days of running      
? 1 fb-1: first run ~1-2 months
? 10 fb-1: first year at initial luminosity 
Initial luminosity: 1033 cm-2s-1, 10 fb-1/year
Diameter 25 m
Barrel toroid length 26 m
End-cap end-wall chamber span 46 m
Overall weight 7000 Tons
Design luminosity: 1034 cm-2s-1, 100 fb-1/year
? Early discovery with 1 fb-1 at 1031-32 cm-2s-1:
? QCD jets and dijets at high ET 
? high mass lepton pairs
? Higgs ?WW ? llνν
? Low mass SUSY
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(not a complete list)
mSUGRA Framework
? The minimal SUSY extension of the SM (MSSM) brings 105 additional free parameters ?
preventing a systematic study of the full parameter space.
A ifi ll ti t d d l f k i hi h i i t b? ssume a spec c we -mo va e  mo e  ramewor  n w c  gener c s gna ures can e 
studied. 
? mSUGRA framework: Assume SUSY is broken 
by gravitational interactions ? unified masses
significant reach from ETmiss signature
     
and couplings at GUT scale ? gives five 
free parameters: m0, m1/2, A0, tan(β), sgn(µ)
R h iti it l kl d d t
With 1033 cm-2s-1:
~1300 GeV in “one week”
~1800 GeV in “one month”? eac  sens v y on y wea y epen en  
on A0, tan(β), sgn(µ).
? R-parity assumed to be conserved: R=(-1)3B+L+2S.      
SUSY ti l d d i i
~2200 GeV in “one year”
Ultimate reach in 2.5-3 TeV 
region
?  par c es are pro uce  n pa rs
? LSP (Lightest SUSY Particle) stable, escapes the 
detector ? missing transverse energy.
? Multiple signatures on most of parameter space:       
ETmiss (dominant signature), ETmiss with lepton 
veto, one lepton, two leptons same sign (SS), 
t l t it i (OS)
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wo ep ons oppos e s gn 
5σ exclusion contours
mSUGRA Points in CSC Production 
Point m0 (GeV) m1/2 (GeV) A0 (GeV) tan(β) sign(μ) σ (pb)
Coannihilation - SU1 70 350 0 10 + 7.43
Choose benchmark points
Focus Point - SU2 3550 300 0 10 + 4.86
Bulk - SU3 100 300 -300 6 + 18.59
Low Mass - SU4 200 160 -400 10 + 262
   
in mSUGRA plane to 
study SUSY exclusively
Funnel - SU6 320 375 0 50 + 4.48
Coannihilation - SU8.1 210 360 0 40 + 6.44 qualitative picture – no mass scale
Coannihilation - SU8.2 215 360 0 40 + 6.40
Coannihilation - SU8.3 225 360 0 40 + 6.32
ISAJET 7 71 m(top) = 175 GeV
• Post WMAP value of ΩMh2 = 0.14±0.01
 . ,    
http://www.usatlas.bnl.gov/twiki/bin/view/Projects/AtlasSusyPoints
     
constrains mSUGRA parameter space.
• Four different annihilation mechanisms 
can yield correct relic abundance:
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coannihilation, bulk, funnel, focus point
Mass Measurement Techniques





~~~~ χχ mlqlllqqq RL ±± →→→
? R parity conservation: SUSY events-     
containing two LSP’s which escape the 
detector. Since LSP’s  are not detected, 
we measure kinematic endpoints in 
in ariant mass distrib tions rather thanv   u   
mass peaks.
? Mass measurement strategy ? exploit 
kinematics of long decay chains.
? masses: kinematic 
endpoints and stransverse mass
? masses near dilepton endpoint 
and the mass relation method
RLR qql ~ ,~ ,
~ ,~ ,~ 0201 χχ
21
~ ,~ ,~ bbg
    
? From measurements to model 
parameters
? Examples of mass measurements in
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the next slides


































ll M 1 fb-1
• Event selection:
• at least 4 jets (Cone4) in event
SU4
ttb      • pT(jet1) > 100 GeV, pT(jet4) > 50 GeV
• ETmiss > 120 GeV
• Meff  >  550 GeV ∑+= jetTmissTeff EEM ,
ar
• 2 leptons with:
• pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5
• isolation cut ET < 5GeV in 0.3 cone
• Signal significance is 16 5 for 100 pb-1
jet
0.35 fb-1
   .    





• Fit: triangular distribution with a Gaussian smearing 
• Expected endpoint: 53.7 GeV ATLAS
li i
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• one lepton (electron, muon) pT > 20 GeV, |η|<2.5, chi2/dof<10 for muon




~~~~ →→→ ±±± χννχ
MMMM
qlqlqq llL
Point SU1 and ttbar
• Cone7 (R=0.7) jets, ΔR(lepton,jet) > 0.7
• to reduce lepton+jets and dilepton ttbar background:
• leading and second leading jet with ET > 200 GeV













• ETmiss > 250 GeV
• Use mixed event technique to subtract combinatorial jet background: randomly pair 
jets from a different event (satisfying same event selection) with the lepton. 
• Assumptions of the technique:The jet from signal decay chain and the jet from the decay of the
M(lq)
                 
other squark have similar kinematic distributions. And the squarks are produced at rest so the event 
is roughly spherical. Both are 
valid for SU1 but not for ttbar.
S
SU1 b
• ubtract mixed-event-jet 
distributions from same-event-
jets distribution to obtain an 
inferred “correct jet” distribution +tt ar
5 fb-1
   .
(normalization correction applied)
• Statistical significance of 
discovery is 5σ with 5 fb-1.
E t d d i t 284 G V
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Full simulation
• xpec e  en po n :  e  













































Fit unction adapted 
from CMS note 2006/096):
vertex detectors cannot cleary identify τ → lνν
• Event selection:






• at least 4 jets with pT > 30 eV, at least 3 jets with
pT > 50 GeV, at least 1 jet with pT > 220GeV
• ΔR(tau,tau) < 2














Inflection point vs endpoint     .   
approximation of shape at the edge.
• New approach: approximate shape, extract endpoint 
from other trait. Measure inflection point (xIP):
Fit function
Inflection point
error ATLAS       
• more stable to change of fitting range or binning
• need calibration for endpoint:
• change involved masses (see in backup slide)





• measure n ec on po n  as unc on o  nown en po n
• Expected endpoint: 98.3 GeV. Fitted endpoint: (97 ± 9stat ± 6syst) GeV Fast simulation
Right Handed Squark Mass
• in mSUGRA large branching ratio for 





 / ndf 2χ  0.8779 / 6
Prob   0.9898
A         10.04± 29.76 
  


























~~ χ→ MT2  - Full simulation
SU1
P i t SU1  
• no electron, muon, tau and no b-jets
• at least 2 jets (light jets)














o n s , 
SU3, SU8.1 
and BG 
• |η(jet1)|, |η(jet2)| < 2, ΔR(jet1,jet2) > 0.1
• ETmiss > max(200GeV, 0.25Meff) GeV
• transverse sphericity ST > 0.2
Calculate the stransverse mass of the two hard jets
M (GeV)




 / ndf 2χ
 0.5384 / 7
Prob   0.9993
A         11.41± 67.39 
  





















SU3•        



























   99.3
 / ndf 2χ
  1.62 / 13
Prob   0.9999









































Expected mass 735 637 773





0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 10000
1
S/√B at 100 pb-1 4.36 8.09 3.89
stransverse mass: Lester et al., Phys.Lett. B463 (1999) 99
More Mass Measurements
ttg 0~~ χ→
Two examples from the reconstruction of gluino decays.
±→→ ~~~ χtbttg
Points SU2, SU4 and BG
graph1
Entries  40
















Mean    301.6
 / ndf 2χ  20.44 / 19















RMS     114.9
 / ndf 2χ
 7.733 / 18
Prob   0.9824
p0       
 0.0671± 0.3538 
p1       


















100   
maxM  16.3± 313.7 
a        
 28.3±     0 



















 subtractedsusyB (j)  >    20 GeV
t
p











400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Fast simulation
M (GeV)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Full simulation )(tbM
• Expected endpoint: 696 GeV. 
• Fitted endpoint: (694 ± 28) GeV
• Details in:
• Expected endpoint: 300 GeV. 
• Fitted endpoint: (314 ± 16) GeV
• Details in:
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Atlas Note: De Sanctis et al. SN-ATLAS-2007-062 Atlas Note: Krstic et al. ATL-PHYS-PUB-2006-028
mSUGRA Parameters Determination –
An Example
From a given set of mass measurements one can perform a fit of the mSUGRA 
parameters.
Fit using SFITTER program:
(R. Lafaye, T. Plehn, D. Zerwas, 
hep-ph/0512028)
SPS1a Δmasses Δedges
m0 100 3.9 1.2 
2 0 1 1 0m1/2 5 .7 .  
tanβ 10 1.1 0.9 
A0 -100 33 20 
Sign(μ) fixed
• A first determination of the parameters 
with a precision at the percent level
SPS1a point, 300 fb-1 , Fast simulation
      . 
• Note that the precision can be 
improved significantly by using the 
measured edges, thresholds and 
mass differences in the fit instead of
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Atlas Note: Gjelsten et.al. ATL-PHYS-2004-007        
the masses.
Neutralino Spin Measurements
? If SUSY signals are observed at the LHC, it will be vital to measure the spins of the new 
particles to demonstrate that they are indeed the predicted super-partners. 
? In left squark decay chain: due to neutralino spin ½, angular distribution of slepton is not                





~ ~ ~ ~ χχ mlqlllqqq RL ±± →→→ near far
Fast simulation, SU3, 30 fb-1
)(














spin-0           spin-1/2           spin-0
M(ql-)
M(ql+)Charge asymmetry:
near+far lepton? Asymmetry is suppressed by squark/antisquark cancellation, 





? ETmiss > 100 GeV
? at least 4 jets (Cone4) with pT > 100, 50, 50, 50 GeV
? Two OS leptons (electron, muon) with pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5
spin-0=flat
? isolation cut ET < 10 GeV in 0.2 cone
? Effect on asymmetry due to SM background is found to be negligible. 
? Low confidence level  (<10-9) ⇒ good evidence of a non-zero asymmetry.
OSSF OSOF
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A. J. Barr, Phys. Lett. B596 (2004) 205
ATLAS note: M. Biglietti et al. ATL-PHYS-PUB-2007-004
? 10 fb-1 would be sufficient to detect charge asymmetry. -
Slepton Spin Measurements
? A new method for measuring the spin of sleptons using an angular variable which is 
sensitive to the polar angle in direct slepton pair production:
? The angular variable               is interpreted as the cosine of the polar angle between each 





−+−+ →→→ llllZqq 1111
0 / γγγSUSY UED
? is on average smaller for SUSY than for
lepton and the beam axis in the longitudinally boosted frame in which the pseudorapidities of 
the leptons are equal and opposite: )tanh()tan2cos(cos 21
1* 2
1 ηθ η Δ== Δ−− ell
*cosθ         
UED (Universial Extra Dimensions) so it can be 
employed as a spin-discriminant in slepton/KK-lepton 
ll
pair production in hadron colliders. 
? Event selection: Two OSSF electrons or muons, 
ETmiss > 100 GeV, pT(l1) > 40 GeV, pT(l2)  >30 GeV, 
Mll <150 GeV, MT2<100GeV, no jet with pT > 100 GeV,
no b-jets, transverse recoil < 100 GeV.
? LHC Point 5 SPS1a SPS1b SPS3 SPS5 points
LHC Point 5, Fast simulation
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  , , , ,   
allow slepton spin determination with 100-300 fb-1.
A. J. Barr,  J. High Energy Phys. 02 (2006) 042
Conclusions
? LHC brings experimental physics into a new territory.       
? ATLAS is the place to discover the SUSY particles if they exist.
? Understanding the detector response and the Standard Model (SM) 
background will be a challenge at the beginning       .
? Current CSC activities provide fully simulated data to the performance and 
physics groups. Excellent opportunity to study SUSY models, SM 
backgrounds detector performance systematics in detail,  ,   .
? Lots of techniques exist to measure the masses (edges, thresholds, mass 
differences) and spin of SUSY particles and to determine the underlying 
model parameters with a few fb 1 data one year of running at low     - ,       
luminosity.




Ditau endpoint versus masses involved
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L 1u χ d 65.7%
+→ =% % 0R 1u χ u 99.3%→ =% %
0
L 2u χ u 32.5%→ =% % 01 1χ χ W 28.9%± ±→ =% %
0
2 1χ τ τ 75.4%
±→ =m% % 02 Rχ l l 8.8%±→ =m%%
0
2 1m(χ ) m(τ ) 69GeV
±
− =% % 02 Rm(χ ) m(l ) 64GeV− =%%
0
1 1m(τ ) m(χ ) 32GeV
±
− =% % 0R 1m(l ) m(χ ) 37GeV− =% %
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Point SU4





































%98~~ 01 =→ qqR χ
12 =
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